Development of the Johns Hopkins – Safe Patient Handling Mobility Guide to Inform Use of Safe Patient
Handling Equipment to Meet a Daily Mobility Goal for Hospitalized Patients
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BACKGROUND

Figure 1. JH-SPHM Guide
Results

There are challenges with appropriate utilization of safe patient handling (SPH)
equipment including:
• A patchwork approach by organizations for SPH assessment to meet regulatory
standards
• SPH tools not vetted to promote mobility adding to the existing problem of
hospital patient immobility
• Use of SPH equipment often limited to bariatric or dependent patients
• Total assist lifts often utilized when the patient has functional capacity resulting in
passive versus
active participation
Methods
• Nursing staff given limited guidance on choice of appropriate SPH equipment
resulting in poor compliance and increased documentation burden
The goal of this project was to merge appropriate SPH equipment recommendations
with the Johns Hopkins – Mobility Goal Calculator (JH-MGC) to guide the clinician use
of SPH equipment that would facilitate daily mobility goal achievement

METHODS
Modified Delphi Consensus Process
• Multidisciplinary team of experts from various institutions
o 2 frontline nurses (with mobility & SPH expertise)
o 2 nurse leaders
o 2 physical therapists
o 1 occupational therapist
o 2 SPH committee representatives/program leaders
o 1 fall prevention committee leader
• Experts completed an anonymous online survey to recommend SPH equipment
that could be used to achieve the daily mobility goal on each level of the JH-MGC
• Live virtual consensus meeting to discuss survey recommendations and come to
unanimous agreement
The authors then worked with graphic designers to add consensus recommendations
to the JH-MGC to create the JH-SPHM guide (Figure 1.)

Conclusion

CONCLUSIONS
SPH equipment should be used to encourage and promote safe mobility for both
patients and staff
• JH-SPHM Guide provides:
o SPH equipment recommendations to help achieve a daily mobility goal
o Reduced clinician documentation burden
o Increased compliance with mobility assessment, goal setting, and planning

